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Oxford Practice Grammar Advanced is divided into 17 units which provide a review of the
grammar of contemporary English. Within each unit there are separate sections on specific
features e.g. Present Perfect or Past Simple.As well as the types of exercises you will be used
to there are some exercises specifically designed for students who are becoming more
advanced in English. Theseinclude: summary exercises, dictionary exercises, matching and
editing activities.You can either start at the beginning and work through to the end or choose
the order in which you want to study the grammar topics, perhaps starting with those that
aregiving you problems.Two-page tests at the end of each unit or section mean you can see
how much you have learned and decide if you need more practice.For those unsure of some of
the terminology there is also a Glossary explaining the meaning of all the grammatical terms.
This text is designed to review all the common elements of French grammar, both orally and in
written French. Numerous all-French exercises are provided, in addition to English-to-French
translations of various French phrases.
Put theory into practice with with exercises which test your knowledge and challenge your
understanding
This book offers a learner-centred approach to grammar study for intermediate level students.
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Developing Grammar in Context provides clear explanations and lively practice focusing on
key grammar areas. Using spoken and written examples drawn from the Cambridge
International Corpus, Developing Grammar in Context will help learners consolidate and
deepen their understanding of how English really works. This edition, with answers, is ideal for
self-study.
"Collins Work on your Phrasal Verbspresents the 400 most common phrasal verbs. Each
phrasal verb is covered in depth with clear examples, definitions and exercises to help
students become confident using them."_Contracub.
English rules and practice.

Covers written and spoken British and American English and reviews grammar,
usage, punctuation, and phonetics
The right balance of explanation and practice at every level. This three-level
series adapts the grammar-practice format so that it matches student's needs at
each stage of their learning. Basic provides an abundance of practice and short
explanations. Intermediate offers the students moredetailed and extended
practice. The Advanced level gives students challenging proactive axctivities and
in-depth explanations to assist them in complete comprehension.
Business Result Second Edition offers business professionals more
communication and language practice than ever before, helping students develop
relevant communication skills they can use immediately in the workplace.
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H??ng d?n t? h?c ng? pháp ti?ng Anh hi?n ??i kèm theo bài t?p th?c hành.
"Oxford Living Grammar takes a gentle, practical approach to grammar. Each
unit explains how the grammar works and the situations where you use it. The
exercises use real-life situations to practise the grammar in context" -- Publisher
description.
Get the expert instruction and practice needed to take your English skills to the
next level! Practice Makes Perfect: Intermediate English Grammar for ESL
Learners helps you take your English grammar skills to a higher level and gives
you the confidence to speak and write in your new language. This accessible
workbook leads you through English grammar using concise, easy-to-understand
language designed to keep you focused on achieving your goal of total fluency.
You’ll learn how to master such tricky topics as verbs, modal, auxiliaries, the
passive voice, participial adjectives, subject-verb agreement, and more. The
book includes tons of practice and review exercises. Plus, the interactive quizzes
available on the app make it easy for you to study on-the-go. Practice Makes
Perfect: Intermediate English Grammar for ESL Learners features: •Example
sentences that illustrate and explain each grammatical point•Guidance and
instruction from an expert in ESL learning •Dozens of exercises to suit your
learning style•A detailed answer key for quick, easy progress checks•New to this
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edition: Interactive quizzes via app and additional review exercises in the book
Oxford practice grammar advanced helps you prepare for standard exam questions asked in
CAE, CPE, TOEFL, IELTS. A three-level English grammar practice series for the classroom or
self-study with clear explanations and lots of extra practice. Each level has an interactive
Practice-Boost CD-ROM.
The Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary gives the vital support which advanced
students need, especially with the essential skills: reading, writing, listening and speaking. In
the book: * 170,000 words, phrases and examples * New words: so your English stays up-todate * Colour headwords: so you can find the word you are looking for quickly * Idiom Finder *
200 'Common Learner Error' notes show how to avoid common mistakes * 25,000 collocations
show the way words work together * Colour pictures: 16 full page colour pictures On the CDROM: * Sound: recordings in British and American English, plus practice tools to help improve
pronunciation * UNIQUE! Smart Thesaurus helps you choose the right word * QUICKfind looks
up words for you while you are working or reading on screen * UNIQUE! SUPERwrite gives on
screen help with grammar, spelling and collocation when you are writing * Hundreds of
interactive exercises
This new edition of Colloquial Arabic of the Gulf has been revised and updated to make
learning this variety of Arabic easier and more enjoyable than ever before. Specially written by
an expert for self-study and classroom use, the course offers you a step-by-step approach to
spoken Arabic of the Gulf, together with an introduction to reading signs, business cards,
advertisements and other realia. No prior knowledge of the language is required. Each unit
presents numerous grammatical points that are reinforced with a wide range of exercises for
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regular practice. A full answer key can be found at the back as well as useful vocabulary
summaries throughout. Features new to this edition include: a ‘Cultural Point’ section in each
unit on important aspects of Gulf culture, society and history, with photographs and realia a
‘Reading Arabic’ section in each unit, plus a special appendix on the Arabic script
comprehensive glossaries, both English-Arabic and Arabic-English, containing all the words in
the book extra notes on the dialects of Oman. By the end of this rewarding course you will be
able to communicate confidently and effectively in Arabic in a broad range of situations. Audio
material to accompany the course is available to download free in MP3 format from
www.routledge.com/cw/colloquials. Recorded by native speakers, the audio material features
the dialogues and texts from the book and will help develop your listening and pronunciation
skills. .
Grammar structures are explained in context so you understand how they work in practice.
Practice activities check you understand the explanations. Illustrated dialogues show you how
to bring together the grammar and vocabulary you know. Regular progress tests show what
you know - and what needs more practice. The exit tests prepares you for Oxford Practice
Grammar - Advanced. The Practice-Plus CD-ROM gives you interactive exercises and tests.
Oxford Practice Grammar - Intermediates covers the grammar you need to pass the First
Certificate exam.
This book provides: grammar structures that are explained in context so you understand how
they work in practice ; practice activities that check that you understand the explanations ;
illustrated dialogues which show you how to bring together the grammar and the vocabulary
your know ; regular progress tests that show what you know - and what needs more practice ;
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the exti test that prepares you for 'Oxford practice grammar - advanced' ; and the Practice-Plus
CD-ROM that gives you interactive exercises and tests.
Oxford Practice Grammar knows that students need different types of explanation and practice
at each stage of their study. Basic provides lots of practice and short explanations;
Intermediate gives you more detail with extended practice; Advanced gives challenging
practice activities and in-depth explanations. Great for classroom or self-study.

Comprehensive course divided into 20 units, each focusing on a different grammar
point. With glossary of grammar points, various exercises, illustrations, examples, and
answers. Suitable for self-study, building vocabulary, and developing grammar skills.
Oxford Practice Grammar knows that students need different types of explanation and
practice at each stage of their study. Advanced gives challenging practice activities and
in-depth explanations. Great for classroom or self-study and it helps you prepare for
standard exam questions asked in CAE, CPE, TOEFL, IELTS and other advanced-level
exams.
Environmentally, our planet lacks the laws to keep it safe and those laws we do have
are feebly enforced. Every new year is the hottest in human history, while forest, reef,
ice, tundra, and species are disappearing forever. It is easy to lose all hope. Who will
stop the planet from committing ecological suicide? The UN? Governments? Activists?
Corporations? Engineers? Scientists? Whoever, environmental laws need to be
enforceable and enforced. Step forward a fresh breed of passionately purposeful
environmental lawyers. They provide new rules to legislatures, see that they are
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enforced, and keep us informed. They tackle big business to ensure money flows into
cultural change, because money is the grammar of business just as science is the
grammar of nature. At the head of this new legal army stands James Thornton, who
takes governments to court, and wins. And his client is the Earth. With Client Earth, we
travel from Poland to Ghana, from Alaska to China, to see how citizens can use public
interest law to protect their planet. Foundations and philanthropists support the law
group ClientEarth because they see, plainly and brightly, that the law is a force all
parties recognize. Lawyers who take the Earth as their client are exceptional and
inspirational. They give us back our hope. PRAISE FOR JAMES THORNTON AND
MARTIN GOODMAN ‘Humanity's grace and dignity are restored each time a case is
successfully brought and won … by these exceptional environmental lawyers.’
Sculpture
Oxford Practice Grammar AdvancedOxford University Press
Oxford Word Skills improves students' vocabulary and vocabulary learning skills. Short,
clear presentations and lots of opportunity for practice give students the confidence to
use new vocabulary. 80 units at each level mean they cover a huge range of topics and
everyday situations. Extra practice and interactive activities on CD-ROM.
This advanced English grammar course features: short, clear explanations that are
easy to remember; real examples to show how grammar works in practice; engaging
practice activities including Internet exercises, grammar in a text, and vocabulary;
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grammar for reading, writing, and speaking; and a pronunciation CD-ROM.
References to the relevant explanations and examples in Oxford Practice Grammar
Advanced to help with each exercise Helps prepare for CAE, CPE, TOEFL, IELTS and
other advanced-level exams. Innovative practice such as dictionary exercises, matching
exercises and editing exercises specially designed for high-level learners.
Canadian Grammar Spectrum is a series of grammar reference and practice books for
ESL students. The books are set up in two-page spreads: a brief grammar explanation
followed by exercises. The books are suitable as in-class resources, homework tools,
or self-study aids.
This three-level grammar practice series takes students through from Basic to
Advanced level English.
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